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     Quoted to:  CON020
     CONFORMANCE FASTENERS
     6239 AMERICAN AVENUE
     PORTAGE,  MI   49002

     Attention: KEN ODLE                R.F.Q.:

 ===============================================================================
 Part ID               Part Description
 Revision              Finish                   Quantity       Price     Unit
 ===============================================================================
 005M497400            EYE FITTING
 D                     ZINC BARREL PRODURACLEAR
                       .0003"-.0005" THICK PLATE

                                             Minimum Charge     $35.00   /LOT

                    3114 pieces or more received in one lot     $11.24   /M

          PERFORMANCE PER GMW3044 8K240/120
          NO BAKE INCLUDED
          FREIGHT IS NOT INCLUDED
          PACKAGING: BULK

                                        BOB ZIPPERER
                                        ENGINEERING
                                        (920) 756-6189
                                        E-mail: bob.zipperer@proplating.com

PPAP costs whether initial or annual are not included in this price.

Current rates for surcharges which will be added to above prices are:
     Fuel (applies only if freight is being quoted) at 26.0%

We have quoted this/these part(s) based upon applying our current control plan
parameters and pretreatment capabilities. If it is determined that the coolants,
chemicals, cleaners, lubricants, etc., that you use to process and manufacture
the part as quoted, not be a solid fit in regards to meeting our criteria for
safe and effective application of paint to your parts, we reserve the right to
void this quote accordingly, due to lack of chemical compatibility. Please
reference our website at www.proplating.com for more information concerning
this information and chemical compatibility. You may contact one of our Sales
Estimator-Planners to discuss these concerns further.

We have quoted this/these part(s) with the intent that the parts will arrive
in "Ready to Finish" condition.  PPI's quote does not include extra
precleaning/blasting/sanding, unless otherwise noted, due to material
conditions such as rust, laser scale, weld scale, etc.

This quote does not include extra labor to unwrap parts from paper or foam



or to remove parts from individual bags or pouches.  PPI reserves the right
to change the quotation to add pricing for the accomplishment of unwrapping
of parts at PPI.  If that is how you elect to ship parts to PPI, it must
be noted in the RFQ so that it can be accounted for in the quote.


